
A Journey through the Land of Oz – Mark 10.46-52

About a month ago I was in Atlanta dropping off my grandmother’s at the airport after their visit.
After getting them to the airport, I had some time before Peyton got out of class that afternoon, so I
went to Starbuck’s for a cup of coffee.  It was a gorgeous day—clear skies and a crisp breeze—and I
was sitting at a table on the patio with my cup coffee and a book co-authored by Brian McLaren and
Tony Campolo.

I read for awhile and came to a chapter on leadership written by McLaren.  Several pages and sips of
coffee later and I had one of those “ah-ha!” moments that are too few and far between.  It was one of
those times when you’ve encountered something both helpful and profound, and it lingers in your
thoughts for several days afterward.  In the chapter, he talks about growing up with the corporate CEO
idea of leadership, and for him this model felt like David in the Bible trying to put on King Saul’s
armor to face Goliath.  It just didn’t fit and he looked and felt a bit silly wearing the outfit.  McLaren
says (and I quote): “Somewhere in the middle of these musings, I remembered the scene in The Wizard
of Oz when Toto pulls back the curtain to reveal that the great Wizard of Oz is a rather normal guy
hiding behind an imposing image…And it struck me that by exposing the Wizard as a fraud, the film
was probing an unexpressed cultural doubt, giving voice to a rising misgiving…with its dominant
model of larger-than-life leadership” (Missing the Point, 141).  So McLaren set aside the CEO, Wizard
of Oz leadership model and sought another.  In place of the Wizard, he offers up Dorothy as an
unexpected but ideal leader.  His thoughts struck a chord in me, and because his ideas have greatly
influenced the content of the message this morning I wanted to give credit where it is due before I
moved forward.

You see, I think McLaren is right to offer up Dorothy as an exemplar.  Why?  Well, when you stop and
think about it, I believe the narrative of the Wizard of Oz sounds very much like your life and mine.
Dorothy finds herself in an unfamiliar place and must embark on a journey through the Land of Oz, all
the while hoping to find her way back home.  And to me at least, it sounds much like my own life and
much like the stories we find in the Bible, where we encounter all sorts of people who are on a journey.

At the beginning we find a story about a couple named Adam and Eve, characters who are meant to
represent all of humanity.  Things are going well and life is good, until one day they decide to adjust
their lifestyle and live as they think most appropriate.  They disregard the established rules, and as a
result they find themselves in a wholly unfamiliar and somewhat frightening place.  Like Dorothy
falling into the Land of Oz, Adam and Eve fall into a place far from home in which they, and all
humanity with them, have been journeying ever since; hoping beyond hope to find someone to point
them to the way that leads back home.

On this never-ending journey to get our bearings and find the right road, there have been many who
have come along beside us to help us on the way—men and women who have held up their little lights
and illumined a bit of the darkened path before us.  These individuals are unique for each of us, but all
of them are in some way or another like Dorothy and like the characters we read about in the Bible.
They’re people like Noah; Abraham and Sarah; Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph; Moses and Aaron; Deborah
and King David; Elijah and Hosea; and the men and women who followed around a man named Jesus
like Peter, James, and John, Mary Magdalene and an unnamed Samaritan woman.
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On the surface it may appear that we have a pretty good catalog of leaders who can boldly lead us in
the right direction.  If we look a bit closer, though, we’ll find that by most standards this list would
prove to be rather dismal.  The truth is, if we were hoping for strong, confident, full capable and
collected individuals to lead us we should probably start looking elsewhere.  After all, the first thing
Noah did after getting off the ark was get drunk and naked.  It sounds a bit like a bad country song,
doesn’t it?  Abraham didn’t fare much better, passing his wife off as his sister on multiple occasions.
Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph all had personality issues.  Isaac was too gullible, Jacob too crafty, and Joseph
was a bit braggadocios.  Moses and Aaron were pretty good at giving excuses, but not so good at
keeping people in-line.  Deborah and David led Israel well for the most part, but they also wrote songs
rejoicing over the destruction of fellow human beings (see Judges 5 and Psalm 109).  Oh, and David
also had that “little” incident were he slept with another man’s wife and then tried to cover it up by
getting the man killed in battle.   Elijah called down bears to devour a few youths who had mocked
him for being bald, and Hosea was married to a prostitute.  The earliest followers of Jesus didn’t do
much better.  Peter denied he even knew Jesus, cursing the final time for emphasis.  James and John
wanted to call down fire to destroy a village simply because they refused to let them pass through on
their way to Jerusalem.  Mary Magdalene had been possessed by seven demons, and the Samaritan
woman had been with five different men and still was unmarried.

So maybe we should be looking for someone more like the Wizard of Oz—powerful, mighty,
authoritative, and a force with which to be reckoned.  Yet, despite the initial attraction, we know far
too well that such leadership is often more illusory than substantive, and those who place their
confidence in the Wizard-type will see the house of cards come crashing down when Toto pulls back
the curtain and the mirage quickly disappears.

So, it turns out we need Dorothy’s more than we need Wizards after all.  In other words, we need
ordinary men and women who stumble and bumble their way down the yellow brick road, but who
continue walking the path still.

I don’t know where you may be on your journey of faith.  Maybe this is your first time to enter a
building where people who follow the way of a man named Jesus gather, and maybe you don’t think
too highly of this whole religion thing.  If that’s you, welcome.  I’m so glad you’ve joined us.  And I’ll
let you in on a little secret this morning: I don’t think too highly of this whole religion thing either, and
neither did Jesus.  What Jesus taught and lived out was not another religious system, but a new way of
life that he called the Kingdom of God—a way of living characterized by grace and mercy, hope and
love, forgiveness and reconciliation.  You see, Jesus told us that he didn’t come for those who had it all
together through their nice, tidy religion; he came for those who knew they didn’t have it all figured
out and knew they needed some help on the journey.  And that’s why he told the religious leaders of
his day: “Go and learn what this means: I desire mercy not a bunch of religious rituals” (Mt 9.13).  Or
maybe you come this morning just hoping that someone would help you get your bearings so you can
start heading in the right direction.  Maybe you’ve been following Jesus for years or maybe you’ve
only just begun.  Or maybe you’ve encountered a lot of Wizards in your lifetime who seem to have it
all together, know all the answers, and are very good at pointing out the kryptonite of others, but seem
to have no weaknesses themselves.  Yet you can’t help but feel that if the curtain were to be pulled
back just a little you’d see, as McLaren put it, “rather normal [people] hiding behind an imposing
image” (Missing the Point, 141).
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Wherever you may be on your journey, I speak to you this morning as one who (much to my relief) is
more like Dorothy than the Wizard.  I speak as someone who has encountered a redemptive way of life
called the Kingdom of God, following the path set forth by a man named Jesus.  I speak as somebody
who is far from perfect, doesn’t have it all together, who doesn’t have all the answers, who doesn’t
have it all figured out.  I speak to you as someone who is just stumbling and bumbling his way down
the road, but I do know that it’s a road that will lead us home.

You see, I believe it’s the Dorothy’s that can help guide us, because in them we encounter people very
much like ourselves.  People with more questions than answers who can help us live with and embrace
the unanswerable questions of life.  People who are just as lost and confused, fearful and lonely, and
broken and vulnerable as you and me.  People who help us remember to take in the sights as we walk
down the road—oh, and to take the time appreciate our traveling companions too.  People who refuse
to stereotype because they realize that, like Dorothy’s companions, everyone is unique—some struggle
with intellectual issues, others with courage, still others with matters of the heart.  People who cannot
fix nor fully understand the problems in the lives of their fellow travelers, but who link arms with them
and walk together toward the one who can.  People who listen more than they speak, who embrace
mystery more than they offer explanation, who empathize more than they critique and condemn, and
who journey in solidarity rather than superiority.  You see, Dorothy’s are the leaders we need and
search for because they are normal people who, like the man in Mark 10, were once blind but cried out
to the Light of the world amidst all the noise, regained their sight and began following Jesus down the
road (see Mk 10.46-52).

Unless I miss my guess, most of you have been around some Christian gatherings where you’ve heard
a lot of talk about saving your soul with little mention of anything tangible and concrete, such as
concern for the poor and justice for the oppressed about which the Bible has much to say.  You’ve
probably heard a lot more about Jesus’ death than you have his life, and been told that you had to
accept a list of rather abstract and obscure concepts rather than being show that loving God and loving
neighbor is really what truly matters in the end.  And I imagine you’ve encountered people (however
well intentioned) who decided to play the Wizard, seeking to get you into heaven by scaring the hell
out of you—telling you about an angry God whose wrath can only be appeased by someone or
something dying, instead of the image Jesus presents of God in the story of a father who runs to
embrace his prodigal son who has finally returned home from the far country.   And for that all I can
offer is a humble apology by pulling back the curtain a bit and helping you see a bunch of Dorothy’s
who are seeking to follow a redemptive way of life as best we know how.  Some of us do it a little
differently and all of us do it imperfectly, but hopefully in our better moments you are able to catch a
glimpse of a man named Jesus who came to show us the path that leads each of us home.

We are all of us different, and I don’t pretend to know where you are or what you’ve gone through.
And even if I did, I couldn’t possibly pretend to know what it has been like.  We’ve all got our scars,
and we’ve all taken our share of falls.  I can’t promise that this road I’ve found will be easy, in fact it is
quite difficult at times.  And the truth is, neither I nor anyone else will be able to help you avoid all the
problems and pitfalls anymore than Dorothy could with her traveling companions.  But I can promise
that we follow after the Light of the world, who promised to link arms with us on the journey, and for
me that is hope enough to continue on.
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Some of us will encounter the path Jesus illuminates and immediately follow him down the road (see
Mk 10.46-52).  Others will come to the trailhead many times before we dare take a step (see Jn 3.1-21;
7.50-52; 19.39-42).  Still others will wander about their whole lives trying to find the path and to make
sense of it all, only to find at the end of all things that the Light of the world was walking beside them
all the while, helping them find the way (see Lk 24.13-35).

But wherever you may find yourself this morning, we are all of us on a journey.  Surrounded by the
unfamiliar and seeking to find a way that leads us back home again.  And though we often know it not,
God walks beside us all the while, links his arm with ours, and in ways we may never know in this life
or the next, points us toward the yellow brick road and calls us to close our eyes, click our heals, and
remember that “there’s no place like home, there’s no place like home, there’s no place like home.”


